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ABSTRACT
Links are the key element for changing a text into a hypertext, and yet the WWW provides
limited linking facilities. Modelled on Open Hypermedia research the Distributed Link Service
provides an independent system of link services for the World-Wide Web and allows authors to
create configurable navigation pathways for collections of WWW resources. This is achieved by
adding links to documents as they are delivered from  a WWW server, and by allowing the
users to choose the sets of links that they will see  according to their interests. This paper
describes the development of the link service, the facilities that it adds for users of the WWW
and its specific use in an Electronic Libraries project.
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In other words, users have prior experience with a reading model in which they evaluate the
content before they evaluate the links, whereas the WWW and most other hypertext
environments provide an environment in which the user is repeatedly interrupted, stacking up
unfinished document contexts to be returned to later. Although the hypertext environment itself
does not force the user to switch contexts to the linked material, the lack of support for any other
browsing protocol often makes it the line of least resistance.
In computing terms, the hypertext browser imposes a stack-based document evaluation modality
onto the user, replacing a natural queue-based information processing methodology. This stack-
based approach is impractical in the real world because of the significant time taken to change
document contexts when compared to the Web.
As well as providing mechanisms for controlling the prioritizing and presentation of links, the
DLS supplies a mechanism to help control the link following process, making it more like the
real-world experience described above. It does this by providing an auxiliary "navigation planner
window" adjacent to the users’ browser window such that users can drag link anchors from the
browser window onto the planner window, where they are displayed as icons. The icons can be
moved around the window, clustered together according to the user’s own informal classification
scheme and subsequently double-clicked to make the browser display the relevant Web
document.
                            Figure 5: DLS link access auxiliary window
As such an electronic notepad has been created for jotting down interesting places to visit (a
speculative bookmark list). However, a secondary function of the notepad is to pre-fetch the
referenced documents while the user finishes browsing the main document, so that the reader
really does get instantaneous access when the follow-up texts are examined. In fact, the
referenced URL and all embedded data should be fetched, so that documents containing frames
or images can display without delay.
A further function of the navigation notepad is to help the user to put the process of link
following into perspective by explicitly recording the context in which the current document and
its linked items are being read. This can be particularly helpful since reading is done not in an
intellectual vacuum, but as part of a process of writing, of note taking and of goals and strategies
for creating other documents.15
quickly describe and catalogue WWW resources in a way that allows an automated process to
produce sets of links to those resources.
A significant practical shortcoming of the DLS is the requirement to retrieve and apply links to
the document while it is being delivered to the user. Any delay in the processing of the links
therefore means that the user has to wait for the document. Although this has not proved to be a
significant problem for explicit databases of links, the more complicated processing required for
citation linking requires certain trade-offs to achieve the response times that WWW users expect.
Furthermore, any kind of on-the-fly linking in the semantic domain (links between concepts)
rather than in the purely lexical domain (links on text features) would slow the delivery of the
document beyond the limits of acceptability. Therefore a new agent-style interface is being
designed for the link service, so that collections of links can be offered to the user as they are
discovered by various independent link processing modules all acting asynchronously. It is hoped
that this will allow the WWW to deal with the inherently abstract connections between texts
mentioned in the introduction, rather than the point-to-point ‘jumps’ which it has allowed thus
far.
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